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NEEDED: A GROUND-WATER TREATY
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO
INTRODUCTION
Across the Southwestern United States, the headlines read:
"Ground Water Sinking. . . ." The reservoirs of ground water, built
slowly up over thousands of years, are diminishing at an alarming
rate. The increasing needs of the expanding population of the area
cannot be met by the surface water available, so the water-hungry
cities and farms of the United States, threatening to use all the
accessible water, are mining the vast reserves of water found under
the ground. Across the southern border, the cities and farms of Mex-
ico, experiencing new economic development, are also drawing on
ground water, usually tapping the same sources being drawn upon by
the United States.
The lowering of the ground-water table indicates that this precious
resource needs to be more closely husbanded and regulated. The
problem, however, is not one that can be unilaterally resolved by
either the United States or Mexico, since much of the ground water
along the border is available to both nations and is being tapped on
both sides of the border. The continued untrammeled utilization of
the common ground water cannot continue. Most ground water orig-
inates from excess surface water percolating downward until it
reaches a zone in which the natural pore space is completely satur-
ated. In the semi-arid expanses under discussion, where only limited
amounts of excess surface water may be available each year to filter
down, this resource is not one that can be replenished easily. The
recharge is slow, and the water that is now being used is the product
of centuries of storage. Because the resource is a finite, limited one,
it must be sparingly used. One of the steps necessary to ensure
ecologically sound utilization of the ground water of this vast area is
an agreement between Mexico and the United States which would
regulate and limit the amounts of ground water to be taken by the
respective states on both sides of the border.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, concluded on February 2,
*The authors would like to thank Paul Bloom for his help and encouragement with this
article. Unless otherwise noted, factual statements concerning water levels on either side of
the border are based upon personal knowledge of one of the authors, Tomas G. Cornish.
1. The New Mexican [Santa Fe, New Mexico], March 19, 1975, at 1, col. 2.
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1848,2 ended the Mexican War, and a 30-year period of tumultuous
bloodshed involving Mexico, Texas, and the United States.' The
Treaty delineated the common boundary between the two nations.
The boundary was surveyed, and, following several years of dispute
and the Gadsden Purchase, the common borderline assumed the pres-
ent configuration.4 Since 1855 the relationship between the two
republics has been relatively peaceful.
Recent history has seen the development of more cooperative and
egalitarian relations between the United States and Mexico, with the
two nations amicably negotiating issues of mutual importance. The
treaties which regulate and apportion the most important surface
waters common to both nations-the Colorado River, the Rio Grande
River, and the Tijuana River-provide exemplary instances of cooper-
ative efforts benefitting both nations. These treaties are representa-
tive of the present working relationship between the countries and
can serve as examples to guide the formation of a treaty regulating
the ground waters of the border area.
THE PROBLEM
Excessive use of ground water is a modern problem. The irrigation
and drainage works found in the ruins of ancient civilizations demon-
strate frequent and sophisticated attempts to manipulate the surface
waters of the environment, but knowledge about the availability and
use of ground water was more limited. Water-collecting galleries and
tunnels, known as kanats, were developed in ancient Iran. These
structures, commonly several miles long, required a large amount of
manual labor to construct, and needed constant maintenance. The
difficulties of constructing kanats, however, were outweighed by the
increased water which these structures made available, and this type
of construction spread across the Middle East.' Ground-water re-
serves were also utilized in China, where, with only primitive mate-
rials, wells were dug to depths of 5,000 feet.6 In Europe and Amer-
ica, however, until recent times, the only man-made incursions into
the vast ground-water reserves were simple, relatively shallow wells,7
such as are found in the Salt River Valley of Arizona and the Casas
Grandes area of northern Chihuahua.
2. Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits, and Settlement with the Republic of Mexico,
Feb. 2, 1848, 9 Stat. 922 (1851), T.S. No. 207, 1 N.M. Stat. Ann. 127 (1970).
3. 15 Encyclopaedia Britannica 321 (1973).
4. 9 Encyclopaedia Britannica 1071 (1973).
5. 10 Encyclopaedia Brittanica 948 (1973).
6. Id.
7. Id.
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The present problem involving the ground water of the Mexican-
United States border area has roots in both sociological and techno-
logical developments. A population influx to the cities and suburbs
of the Southwestern United States has been complemented by popu-
lation increases in the Mexican cities of the border area and by
increased farming operations in the northern Mexican provinces.
There are now more people than ever on both sides of the border,
drawing on all available water resources, necessitating increased utili-
zation of ground water. At the same time, modem technological
improvements have enabled the needs of this growing population to
be filled more effectively and efficiently than ever before. The shal-
low wells, often hand-dug, that served this area for hundreds of years
have been replaced by wells which extend deeper into the earth, dug
by sophisticated machinery, and tap water hitherto unavailable for
the developmental needs of the arid Southwest. Abuse of ground-
water reserves not only destroys these reserves but also affects the
land from which the water is drawn; subsidence due to the pumping
of ground water has occurred in Mexico City8 and has adversely
affected agricultural areas in Arizona and California.9 It is becoming
increasingly evident that the future of man in this region is going to
depend largely on the proper control and use of this precious com-
modity.
Most graphs, charts, and maps that set forth the physical features
commonly shared by both nations are made in the United States and
show only blank spaces to represent that area occupied by Mexico.
The first step in formulating and effectuating a viable international
agreement regarding the exploitation and management of jointly
shared ground water is to eradicate the apparent attitude that our
neighbor to the south is a nonentity. Only then can real progress be
made in dealing with this problem. A successful solution must also
take into consideration the singular attributes of ground water, par-
ticularly the slowly replenishing nature of the supply, which de-
mands that it be treated as a finite resource. Consideration must be
given to the fact that most borderland ground-water basins on the
U.S. side of the border are almost fully developed, either by law,'0
or by natural limitation.1 The U.S. must recognize that Mexico is
only now beginning to expand and develop water resources along the
northern frontier. Mexican efforts indicate plans for more extensive
8. Id. at 951.
9. Id. at 951.
10. An example is New Mexico, where basins such as the Mimbres Basin are nearly fully
appropriated.
11. An example is the Upper San Pedro River Basin in Arizona's Cochise County, where
there is little room for any agricultural development.
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agricultural use of these areas, similar to the earlier development in
many of the corresponding regions north of the border. The mineral
resources known to exist in northern Mexico and along the border
area and the increasing industrialization of Mexico will bring further
demands for water. The competition for water in the areas under
discussion can only increase as Mexico seeks a higher level of devel-
opment and affluence.
These uses, together with the increased domestic usage resulting
from the development of these uses, are not, however, the only
reasons compelling the U.S. to compact with Mexico regarding
orderly utilization of ground water of the border area. The main
impetus for fast U.S. action on this issue is that the uncontrolled
development of ground water by Mexico might irreparably damage
the basin structures involved. Another fact compelling action is that
the aquifers slope southward into Mexico. Thus, the basins would
run dry in the United States before they would in Mexico. Self-inter-
est, as well as altruism, demands that the United States actively
initiate efforts to regulate this ground water.
GROUND-WATER AREAS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES
Four states border Mexico: Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and
California. Except for the lower Rio Grande region of Texas and the
San Diego-Tijuana conurbation, these areas can all be generally char-
acterized as having hot dry summers, mild to cool winters, and low
rainfall throughout the year. The same can be said of the correspond-
ing regions across the border in Mexico. These states also have in
common with their Mexican counterparts supplies of ground water,
both fresh and saline. The respective laws and policies as they pertain
to ground water, however, differ markedly.
It must be noted that throughout the entire area, both in the
United States and in Mexico, hydrological studies are relatively in-
complete at this time, and there is a need for further research.
A. California
Water has long been acknowledged as one of California's primary
problems, and water law has been an area of controversy throughout
the history of the state. 1 2 On annexation by the United States,
California adopted the common law doctrine of riparian rights. This
doctrine was brought out from the eastern states by lawyers trained
in the common law, and superimposed on the burgeoning mining
communities as a system by which to regulate water usage. Decades
12. 4 Encyclopaedia Britannica 632 (1973).
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of case law followed which established the primacy of the principles
of riparian rights.' One of the most famous cases was the early
decision in Lux v. Haggin,' " which stated the "California Doctrine"
while at the same time affirming the superiority of riparian rights.
Forty years of water litigation, culminating in Herminghaus v. South-
ern California Edison Co.,' s established a dilemma described thus:
... the position of the riparian owner in California in relation to
that of an appropriator, whether or not the riparian had made any
use of the water, became so fortified in judicial law-and so unbear-
able to advocates of resource development-that the voters of the
State were constrained to write into their constitution a mandate
that beneficial utilization of the State's water resources be made "to
the fullest extent of which they are capable."' 6
Gradual change, together with constitutional amendment, established
a unique dual system, one which recognizes both riparian and appro-
priative rights.'
Only two California areas share ground-water with Mexico, and
these share both saline and fresh ground water. These are San Diego
county, where the ground water is found in connection with the
Tijuana River, and the agricultural area of the Imperial Valley, where
the ground water is found in connection with the surface water of
the Colorado River.
B. Arizona
"The 'gold' in Arizona's hills is sunshine, the State's greatest na-
tural resource. . . . But the sun, which blesses Arizona with its light
and warmth on the one hand, steals away the water on the other."' 8
The Arizona Water Code of 1919 and its subsequent amendments'"
provide the basis of water law for the state. The doctrine of prior
appropriation, with its concept of public ownership of water, is the
means of regulating surface-water usage.' 0 The utilization of ground
water, however, is governed in more haphazard fashion. Where under-
ground water flows in definite underground channels, it is subject to
13. 1 W. Hutchins, H. Ellis, & J. DeBraal, Water Rights Laws in the Nineteen Western
States 186-187 (1971).
14. 69 Cal. 255, 10 P. 674 (1886); 66 Cal. 48,4 P. 919 (1884).
15. 200 Cal. 81, 252 P. 607 (1926).
16. Hutchins et al., supra note 13, at 209, quoting from Cal. Const. art. 14, § 3 (adopted
November 26, 1928).
17. Id. at 209-210.
18. J. Harshbaxger, D. Lewis, H. Skibitzke, W. Heckler, L. Kister, & H. Baldwin, Arizona
Water 4 (1966).
19. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 45-101 to 45-245 (1956).
20. D. Mann, The Politics of Water in Arizona 31-32 (1963).
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the rules of appropriation, but the remainder of the ground water is
subject to little control. Following riparian theory, this ground water
is owned with the land above it and may be used in a reasonable
manner by the owner of that land.2" The Ground Water Code of
194822 did not secure ecologically sound water administration and
preservation; domestic, livestock, industrial, and transportation uses
were exempted from it.2  The ground-water situation in Arizona has
been described as follows:
With the legal issues apparently settled there is little interest in
altering basically the existing legal and administrative arrangements
involving ground water. Farmers will continue to pump until it is
economically no longer feasible to do so, or until they receive offers
sufficiently attractive to induce them to sell their water rights. Mean-
while, new lands are opened up without restriction and with the
eventual danger of overdevelopment. Ground-water laws have per-
haps prevented the expansion of agriculture and further overdevelop-
ment of land dependent on ground water, but they have not re-
dressed the serious imbalance of withdrawal and supply that existed
before the laws were put on the statute books.
24
Arizona provides us with a vision of the future in the area of water
resources, for sections of Arizona are plagued by water problems.
The city and environs of Tucson are an example of water imbalance.
The pumping rate has exceeded the natural recharge rate for many
decades, and the water level is declining at a rate of three to four feet
per year.2  An example more pertinent to this discussion is provided
by Yuma. The ground water drawn upon by Yuma County also
supplies water to portions of Sonora, Mexico. Increased pumping to
meet the needs of the expanding Mexican population would deplete
the water resources of the Yuma area. The first steps towards regula-
tion of border ground water have been taken in Minute 2422 6 to
ensure the continuance of adequate ground-water supplies for Yuma.
In addition to Yuma, three other Arizona counties share ground
water with Mexico: Pima, Santa Cruz, and Cochise counties.
C. New Mexico
The doctrine of prior appropriation has been most strictly adhered
21. L. Cook, Water Administration in Arizona: A Problem in Coordination 10 (1968).
22. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 45-301 to 45-324 (1956).
23. Mann, supra note 20, at 53.
24. Id. at 66.
25. L. Mack, Ground Water Management in Development of a National Policy on Water
118 (1971).
26. Minute 242 of the International Boundary and Water Commission, arts. 5, 6; 69
Dep't State Bull. 395 (1973); 12 Int'l Legal Materials 1105 (1973); also reprinted at 15 Nat.
Res. J. 2 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Minute 2421.
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to in New Mexico, and both surface and ground water are held to
belong to the public and are appropriated under supervision.2 '7 New
Mexico has had a surface-water code since 1907, and a ground-water
code since 1931 ; the water administration is supervised by the office
of the State Engineer.2 8 Three New Mexico counties share six
known underground water basins with Mexico. In Hidalgo County
the shared basins are the San Simon, San Luis, and Hachita Basins.
The Wamel and Mimbres Basins of Luna County, and the Rio
Grande-Mesilla aquifers of Dona Ana County are also shared. Large
quantities of fresh and saline water evidently underlie these regions.
The State Engineer's annual publications giving the ground-water
levels in New Mexico show that the water level is dropping in many
of these areas.2 9
D. Texas
Texas, like California, has a system of water management unique
to that state which involves both riparian and appropriative rights.
While much of the water is regulated by riparian principles, water,
including flood water, in excess of the reasonable requirements is
subject to appropriation." Springs that form streams are regulated
according to surface-water procedures, but springs which are not
sources of streams belong to the landowner. Since 1913 water regula-
tion has been supervised by the State Board of Water Engineers. 3'
Two main areas in Texas share ground water with Mexico. One area
is the Rio Grande valley at, and below, the El Paso-Judrez conurba-
tion, also known as "Valle de Judrez." The other area containing
significant ground-water deposits with ties to Mexico is the lower Rio
Grande valley. In both regions extensive sand and gravel strata, bear-
ing saline and fresh water, are known to exist at varying depths in
uncertain quantities and doubtful qualities.' 2
GROUND-WATER AREAS OF MEXICO
The six Mexican states of Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua,
Coahuila, Nuevo Le6n, and Tamaulipas form the border with the
27. Flint, Groundwater Law and Administration: A New Mexico Viewpoint, 14 Rocky
Mt. Mineral L. Institute 545, 546 (1968). See N.M. Stat. Ann., ch. 75 (repl. 1968).
28. Flint, supra note 27, at 546-547. N.M. Stat. Ann. § § 75-2-1 to -16 (repl. 1968).
29. F. Busch & J. Hudson, Groundwater Levels in New Mexico, 1965, and Changes in
Water Levels, 1961-1965 (1967). See other annual volumes in this series.
30. See F. Trelease, Cases & Materials on Water Law 12 (2d ed. 1974).
31. C. McGuiness, Water Law with Special Reference to Ground Water 28 (USGS Cir-
cular 117, 1951).
32. C. McGuiness, The Role of Ground Water in the National Water Situation 846-848
(1963).
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United States. As has been mentioned, these provinces are similar in
both climate and water resources to their U.S. counterparts.
The water law of Mexico is formulated on a national basis. Since
1920 the ultimate ownership of the water has been held to rest with
its federal government. Riparian rights have nevero.been recognized in
Mexico." The chief administrative office of water management in
Mexico is the Secretaria de Recursos Hidriulicos (S.R.H.). The pur-
pose of this office is to make -studies for potential water use; to plan
the implementation of approved projects; to supervise those works
already in existence; to contribute pipeline, special parts, pumps and
other materials for projects; to develop potential agricultural areas;
to supervise and develop industrial, domestic, and recreational proj-
ects; and to ensure that every center of population will eventually
have a water purification system. 4 The administrative capacity of
the S.R.H. would probably permit this office to change Mexican
water uses and rights in a manner which this office considers to be in
the best interests of the republic.' ' The extension of the S.R.H. into
Mexico's arm of an international body to determine ground-water
use along the border, as the result of a bilateral treaty, could be
easily achieved.
Baja California, also known as Lower California, is a long, narrow
peninsula surrounded by water on the east, west, and south sides. On
the north, it borders the State of California (U.S.), and the Colorado
River separates the peninsula from the Mexican state of Sonora. In
the 1960's, the cities near the United States, particularly Tijuana and
Mexicali, experienced phenomenal growth. 6 Large amounts of
arable land are available in this area, but the growth of the area is
limited by freshwater supplies. Mexican plans for the area project a
nuclear-powered water desalinization plant at San Felipe on the Gulf
of California .3 ' The city of Tijuana shares ground water with San
Diego County, and the Mexicali valley is the southern counterpart of
the Imperial valley.
Some well established agricultural areas with potential for expan-
sion are present near the border in Sonora. One such area is near the
Yuma Valley, while several others share water basins with Pima,
Santa Cruz, and Cochise Counties in Arizona.
Northern Chihuahua has tremendous tracts of arable land avail-
33. Langone, Evolution of Mexican Water Law, in International Water Law Along the
Mexican-American Border 37 (C. Knowlton ed. 1968).
34. Id. at 38-41.
35. Id. at 40.
36. 4 Encyclopaedia Britannica 642 (1973).
37. Id.
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able, with potential for agricultural and industrial expansion. This
state shares all of the principal basins of New Mexico, as well as the
Valle de Juirez aquifers. The ground water and its proper manage-
ment are important to further expansion in this area.
The extent to which the ground water is shared by the states of
Coahuila and Nuevo Le6n with the United States is uncertain, and
extensive hydrological investigation here, as in the entire area under
discussion, should be undertaken. There is some arable land present
in the border regions of these two states, but much of the topog-
raphy is mountainous and rocky.
Tamaulipas is an important agricultural area of Mexico and is one
of that nation's principal producers of citrus fruits. Major portions of
the lower Rio Grande ground-water deposits may underlie this fron-
tier region.
CURRENT LEVELS OF DEVELOPMENT
A. California-Baja California
Population influxes both north and south of the border have
brought development of the San Diego-Tijuana area, making in-
creased demands upon the ground water. The overdevelopment of
the area has brought plans of projects for increased artificial recharge
utilizing improved stream channels and off-channel spreading basins
and for the desalinization of sea water. This basin is highly developed
in the United States, and, probably in Mexico. The demands upon
ground water are expected to increase although not at the same rate
as in the immediate past.
The Mexicali-Imperial region is also experiencing a marked growth
in both population and agricultural activity. Unconsolidated alluvia
underlie this area, making the extraction of water difficult and
costly. Upon the implementation of Minute 242 of the International
Boundary and Water Commission3 8 the surface water of the Colo-
rado River will improve to such an extent that the area will probably
not seek to draw upon the low quality ground water.
B. Arizona-Sonora
The Yuma, Arizona irrigation district has its Mexican counterpart
in the San Luis Colorado agricultural area. These areas are similar in
ground-water composition to the Imperial-Mexicali region, but the
water here is found in permeable gravel aquifers and is more easily
pumped. At present there is a moderate amount of pumping taking
38. Minute 242.
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place but only to lower the water table in order to prevent soil
breakdown.3 Very little of this water is being used for agricultural
purposes. There is, however, a great deal of presently unused arable
soil, and future expansion may entail an increased dependence on
ground water in this area.
To the south, San Luis Colorado is the major Mexican center of
population. Surrounding it is what was once an extensive agricultural
area which has declined in importance because of the increased salin-
ity of the water delivered under the Colorado River Compact. Little
use has been made of the available ground water here, due to a lack
of capital and technical expertise; this is a target area for Mexican
expansion.
The Santa Cruz Basin has experienced only moderate development
in the United States and Mexico. Connected with the Santa Cruz
River, this basin underlies only a small portion of Sonora. The quan-
tity of water has been stable since the 1950's.40 From 1950 to 1960
there was an increase in the water levels by as much as twenty feet,
due to increased recharge.4 1 Greater development can be expected in
the Mexican area, and the moderate nature of the resource suggests a
need for careful management. The Cochise County reserves in Ari-
zona are common to Sonora and are well developed.
The San Simon Basin lies partially in New Mexico. While the U.S.
area has been heavily developed for some time, the Mexican side is
not yet extensively developed. Water levels declined by as much as
ninety feet from 1950 to 1960,' 2 and the decreasing level of the
water table has continued. Many of the wells are old and leaky, and
the depletion of the water resource could be slowed by capping these
old wells and effecting a coordinated cutback in pumping.4 3
The Douglas Basin has been moderately developed on both sides
of the border, and increased expansion is expected, especially in
Mexico. The slope of this basin is southward into Mexico, but the
underflow has not yet been determined. This basin shows great
potential.4 4 Expansion of the Mexican mining industry in this area is
expected, since extensive copper and silver deposits have been re-
ported.
The Upper San Pedro Basin occupies only a small area of both
nations, and its use is limited by a lack of arable land.4 I While this
39. McGuiness, supra note 32, at 159.
40. Id. at 154-155.
41. Id. at 157.
42. Id. at 142.
43. Id.
44. Id. at 143-144.
45. Id. at 144.
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area is still relatively undeveloped, increased mining and smelting
activities in the area could mean a greater demand for water in the
near future.
The Pima County Basin of the Altar valley underlies an undeter-
mined portion of Sonora. There are apparently large freshwater-bear-
ing gravel aquifers here, but data are insufficient to make exact deter-
minations.4 6
C. New Mexico-Chihuahua
The San Luis Basin of southern Hidalgo County occupies a small
portion of Chihuahua and is of little importance to either country at
this time, being only tapped by wells for limited livestock and some
domestic use. While little development is seen in this area, the basin
must be managed with care, as it may supply some recharge to the
Animas Basin.
The Hachita Basin slopes into Chihuahua; the amount of this basin
lying beneath Mexican soil is as yet undetermined. The development
of this resource in the United States is modest. In Mexico the water
is drawn upon by small farming operations. Plans are being made,
however, by farmers and ranchers from the Casas Grandes valley to
establish several large farms within the next few years which will
utilize this water. The soil of the basin is arable and the agricultural
potential is good, but water levels are already declining, and in-
creased development of the area can only accelerate the decline.
In Luna County, the Wamel Basin slopes in the direction of Mex-
ico, towards the Laguna Moscos agricultural area of Chihuahua. The
development of the basin has been modest on the United States side.
The use in Mexico has increased sharply in the last five years with the
drilling of many new wells. The farmers of this area have turned from
the uncertain, intermittent surface waters to the more reliable
ground-water supply. Residents of Colonia Dublan, near Casas
Grandes, have indicated that the Wamel, Hachita, and Mimbres
Basins are all being considered for immediate development in Mex-
ico.
The Mimbres Valley has been heavily developed for some time.
The basin extends into the pluvial Lake Palomas region of Chihuahua
where the utilization of water is light. In this area there is more
arable land than there is water to develop it.4 I Water levels have
dipped as much as fifty feet in this basin during the past six years.4 8
The surface water supplied by the Rio Grande River has been used
46. Id. at 155-156.
47. Id. at 591.
48. N.M. State Engineer, Ground Water Levels in New Mexico, fig. 48, at 109 (1974).
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interchangeably with ground water in the Mesilla Valley in Dona Ana
County, and the water-bearing alluvium has been continuously re-
charged. The area is not, at present, overdeveloped on the United
States side. While no extensive domestic or agricultural use of this
water is found in Mexico, the encroachment of Ciudad Juirez to-
wards this resource will probably increase use in the future. The
extent to which New Mexico and Mexico share this basin is uncer-
tain.
D. Texas-Chihuahua, Tamaulipas, Coahuila and Nuevo Le6n
The Upper Rio Grande Basin of Texas contains fresh water in
varying quantities to depths of more than 200 feet.4 9 Eighty-five
percent or more of the domestic water use of El Paso is drawn from
this source.' 0 Freshwater levels have fallen during the last forty
years, and saline water has been drawn upward into these deposits by
the resulting cone of depression, therefore contaminating freshwater
on both sides of the boundary.5 ' Little use of the ground water is
made in Mexico at this time. In recent years efforts have been made
to tap the ground water, but the undependable quality of the water
has forced abandonment of these efforts. On the Texas side a great
deal of ground-water irrigation can be found, and the freshwater
resource seems to be more predictable.
The Lower Rio Grande Valley in Texas produces large amounts of
both fresh and saline ground water, supplies which increase as one
moves towards the gulf.5 2 The pumpage is modest, aided by surface-
water irrigation projects, with the highest pumping in the commercial
citrus areas found, on both sides of the border, near the gulf.' '
Water levels have shown only a moderate decline, but the certainty
of greater water requirements for the future suggests a need for
cooperative control of these deposits.5 4
THE BASIS FOR COLLABORATION
There exist between the United States and Mexico bilateral and
multilateral agreements for the peaceful and orderly adjustment of
controversies, especially through means of arbitration and compact.
49. McGuiness, supra note 32, at 847.
50. Henderson, Major United States Water Problems Along the International Boundary
Reach of the Rio Grande (Bravo), in Knowlton, supra note 33, at 29. The water supply of
Judxez is also drawn from this source.
51. Zarazusa, Water Resources Planning in the State of Chihuahua, Thirteenth Annual
Conference of the Water Resources Research Institute 93 (1968).
52. McGuiness, supra note 32, at 854-855.
53. Id. at 855.
54. Id.
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It seems that a ground-water treaty is possible because of the already
developed tradition of negotiation and compacting which exists be-
tween the two countries.
The agreement concerning ground water common to both the
United States and Mexico should be the subject of a separate treaty
or agreement rather than being appended as a clause to an existing
treaty. Such regulation is a matter apart from surface water, and the
principles on which ground-water regulation is based might need to
differ from the principles which regulate the use of international
surface water. To restrict an entire new area of legal determination to
the principles and conditions of existing bodies of rules would be to
impede the agreement at its formation. Although it is wise to look to
the terms of other U.S.-Mexico water agreements, this problem de-
serves the unique consideration that an entirely new and separate
agreement would provide.
Any water treaty between the United States and Mexico concern-
ing ground water must involve both nations as sovereign bodies.
Although the states which draw on the ground water common to
both nations must be consulted in drawing up the terms to such a
treaty, the needs of the various states must ultimately be subservient
to the greater national purpose and to federal regulation. Precedent
for the internal arrangements between the United States and its
states can be found in the international agreement with which the
United States has compacted to regulate surface waters. The federal
arrangements which permitted regulation of rivers that flow between
the United States and Mexico could be once again used in the organi-
zation of the United States interests to be presented in a United
States-Mexico ground-water treaty.
The negotiations between the two nations will not be totally one-
sided. In time past, Mexico used the nationalization of its oil indus-
try to provide leverage in negotiations concerning the water of the
Colorado River. Mexico still has oil and has found even more, which
the mechanized United States increasingly needs. And in any
ground-water negotiations Mexican interests would have an added
advantage. The slope of many of the basins involved means that the
United States waters will deplete before those of Mexico; this fact
recurs in all aspects of the border ground-water problem.
The only official action on the issue of border ground water has
been occasioned by United States need, which prompted the provi-
sions found in Minute 242:
5. Pending the conclusion by the Governments of the United
States and Mexico of a comprehensive agreement on groundwater in
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the border areas, each country shall limit pumping of groundwaters
in its territory within five miles (eight kilometers) of the Arizona-
Sonora boundary near San Luis to 160,000 acre-feet (197,358,000
cubic meters) annually.
6. With the object of avoiding future problems, the United States
and Mexico shall consult with each other prior to undertaking any
new development of either the surface or the groundwater resources,
or undertaking substantial modifications of present developments, in
its own territory in the border area that might adversely affect the
other country.55
The problem behind provision five is the present situation in
Yuma, Arizona. Mexico has put in, below the border, a well-field
that taps a large ground-water mound underlying the Yuma-Sonora
border area." 6 Mexico is pumping the maximum amount each year.
Mexico is happy with the present situation, but Arizona interests feel
the Mexican development is draining Arizona water and want the
U.S. Government to install a protective well field. It would gather
the water for U.S. use, and then put this pumped ground water into
the surface water of the Colorado River, to provide part of the
official allotment which is owed to Mexico. Provision five of Minute
242 was included at the urging of U.S. interests and granted by
Mexico in exchange for provisions to make the surface waters of the
Colorado River less saline. The situation in Yuma, Arizona will be-
come more common as Mexico continues to develop its border ter-
ritory.
C6sar Sep6lveda, a noted Mexican lawyer who is an authority on
international law, has written that the disputes pertaining to such a
treaty would be best resolved under the jurisdiction of the Interna-
tional Boundary and Water Commission, which was initially estab-
lished by the United States and Mexico by convention in 18891 7 and
became operative shortly thereafter with a commissioner from each
country and a staff containing consulting engineers. The treaty
granted the Commission the right to resolve differences and matters
arising on the border.
The Commission was presented with the dispute concerning the
waters of the Chamizal River and was unable to reach agreement.
55. Minute 242, arts. 5, 6.
56. Holburt, International Problems of the Colorado River, 15 Nat. Res. J. 11, 23
(1975).
57. Convention with Mexico to Facilitate the Carrying Out of the Principles Contained in
the Treaty of November 12, 1884, and to Avoid the Difficulties Occasioned by Reason of
the Changes Which Take Place in the Beds of the Rio Grande and Colorado River, Mar. 1,
1889, 26 Stat. 1512 (1889), T.S. No. 232. Sepilveda, Implications for the Future: Design
of Viable International Institutions, 15 Nat. Res. J. 215 (1975).
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However, the addition of a third commissioner, or president arbitra-
tor, to the existing Commission enabled the group to deal with the
dispute.' 8 The Commission was even more successful in the negotia-
tions which stabilized the banks of the Rio Grande River. Although
the jurisdiction of the Commission is restricted to determining bor-
der problems, this restriction ought not to hinder the Commission
from effectively allotting the ground water of the border area.
The Commission was given greater power in 1944, and, over the
years, continued to expand its powers, duties, and functions.' 9
Duties have been given to the Commission by virtue of treaties, and
the Commission has been responsible for studies which have been the
basis for regulating the rivers. The 1944 Water Treaty gave the Com-
mission the power to adjust all the differences that might arise in
relation to the Treaty itself by the preparation of reports and the
making of recommendations to the respective governments. The
Commission is also charged with the construction, operation, and
maintenance of all of the necessary measuring stations.6 0 Sepfilveda
notes that the Commission was instrumental in preparing the text of
the 1970 treaty6 1 which resolved boundary differences on the Rio
Grande and Colorado Rivers and which gave the Commission new
and important functions.
An advantage of using the Commission for the ground-water prob-
lem is that its recommendations are equivalent to the decision of a
third party and are founded on an adequate technical basis. This
neutrality and expertise makes it easier for each government to
accept the recommendations of the Commission and permit the
leaders of the countries to avoid complicated diplomatic negotiations
and political pressures. Septilveda argues:
Due to the particular functions which, according to the Treaty of
1944, the Commission has, its resolutions, when approved, are prac-
tically equal to executive agreements which do not need ratification
by the legislative power. Or, seen from another angle, those decisions
become juridicial norms by virtue of constitutional "abstract con-
sent" that is conferred upon the Commission by the Treaty of 1944,
since the definition of the Commission's functions pursuant to the
58. Sepilveda, supra note 56, at 217.
59. Treaty with Mexico Relating to the Utilization of Waters of the Colorado and
Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande, Feb. 3, 1944, arts. 24 & 25, 59 Stat. 1219,
1255-1258 (1945), T.S. No. 944.
60. Id.
61. Treaty with Mexico to Resolve Pending Boundary Differences and Maintain the Rio
Grande and Colorado River as the International Boundary between the United States and
Mexico, Nov. 23, 1970, 197 ] 23 U.S.T. 371, T.I.A.S. No. 7313. Sepsilveda, supra note
56, at 219.
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Treaty includes not only the power to implement the Treaty, but
also the power to define and interpret it.
Therefore, as the Commission grows, accepts new tasks, develops
new management strategies, applies measures used in-controversies
between other pairs of countries, etc., the Commission could enlarge
its powers to include some aspects of regulation of the entire basin.
In my opinion, then, it is not necessary to create new mechanisms,
nor to refer disputes to the respective departments of foreign rela-
tions, but rather, it would suffice to use and develop the existing
Commission to perform any tasks that become necessary. 6 2
The use of the Commission would not be simple. The present staff
needs to be augmented with more researchers, data collectors, and
economists. The limited jurisdiction of the Commission hinders the
regulation of underground rivers which affect the underground bor-
der area water basins. Its jurisdiction also does not presently include
consideration of water pollution.
Further negotiations between the two nations would be needed to
expand the Commission's jurisdiction to include underground water
basins. This expansion might be included in the treaty to regulate
border area ground waters. Putting such a treaty under the aegis of
the International Boundary and Water Commission would facilitate
interpretation of such a treaty, by making it the responsibility of an
existing agency which has the requisite expertise and ability. Such
action would tend to ensure that surface and ground waters are
treated as part of an interlocking ecosystem. Regulation of ground
water will be more realistic and, in a long-range view more beneficial
to the entire area if it is accomplished with reference to and recogni-
tion of the existing surface-water environment and allocations.
CRITERIA FOR APPORTIONMENT
The issue now arises as to how exactly to deal with the interna-
tional border ground-water basins. The primary aim of any agree-
ment must be to carefully utilize the resource, avoiding unnecessary
depletion. To facilitate this aim, the treaty must delineate the atten-
dant rights and responsibilities of both nations and their citizens, and
set forth exactly who gets what. Under common law riparian prin-
ciples, found in cases such as Acton v. Blundell,6 the right to use
ground water was part of land ownership and limitation on quantity
of withdrawal was almost nonexistent.
Regulation of water under riparian rules alone early proved unten-
able in the semi-arid regions. The system of prior appropriation be-
62. Sepilveda, supra note 56, at 220.
63. 12 Mees & W. 324, 152 Eng. Rep. 1223 (Ex. 1843).
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came the sole system of water regulation in some Southwestern
states and was combined with riparian systems in others. The ration-
ale for adopting prior appropriation law was set forth in Yeo v.
Tweedy: 6 4
We are here considering "artesian basins, reservoirs or lakes, the
boundaries of which may be reasonably ascertained by surface in-
vestigations or surface indications." Such boundaries of subterranean
waters are the principal resources of the localities where they occur.
Their employment to the best economy advantage is important to
the state. According to the "correlative rights" doctrine, each overly-
ing owner would have the same right-the right to use whenever he
saw fit. The right does not arise from an appropriation to beneficial
use, which develops the resources of the state; it is not lost nor
impaired by non-use. Regardless of the improvements and invest-
ments of the pioneers, late-comers or late developers may claim their
rights. The exercise of those rights which have been in abeyance will
frequently destroy or impair existing improvements and may so re-
duce the rights of all that none are any longer of practical value and
the whole district is reduced to non-productiveness. The preventative
for such unfortunate and uneconomic results is found in the recogni-
tion of the superior rights of the prior appropriators. Invested capital
and improvements are thus protected. New appropriations may thus
be made only from supply not already in beneficial use. Non-use
involves forfeiture. A great natural public resource is thus both
utilized and conserved.6 s
The prior appropriation laws found in New Mexico and representa-
tive of the principles of that system of water appropriation provide
that water is a public resource subject to appropriation for beneficial
use. Beneficial use is the basis, the measure, and the limit to the
right. There is a forfeiture of the right for abuse of the right or for
non-use for a specified period of time. Water rights are granted
priority on the basis of "First in time, first in right."
The elements of prior appropriation law serve well to regulate
water rights within a state. Prior appropriation has also been success-
fully used beyond the boundaries of a single state, as where the
Supreme Court has equitably apportioned interstate water among
states adhering to the prior appropriation doctrine within their own
borders.6 6 The use of prior appropriation principles in toto is, how-
ever, impossible in the regulation of ground water utilized in com-
mon by Mexico and the United States.
64. 34 N.M. 611, 286 P. 970 (1929).
65. Id. at 620, 286 P. at 974.
66. See, e.g., Wyoming v. Colorado, 259 U.S. 419 (1922).
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The application of the basic premise that prior use secures a prior
right would be unfair in this situation because the greater develop-
ment north of the border would unduly favor the U.S. position. The
only way in which Mexico could possibly receive an amount of
ground water even approaching its future needs would be for the
Mexican Government and citizens to rush helter-skelter to the area in
expectation of a treaty, "grabbing" all the water they could. Such
development would only result in loss of water, because the Mexican
economy does not presently have the capital to utilize methods of
economical use, and because there is not a true beneficial purpose to
divert much of it at the present time.
Before the allotment of the waters of the Colorado River, there
was hurried, random development by those who sought to gain a
prior right to those waters, particularly in Mexico. Much of the devel-
opment resulting from these efforts was, in the long run, of benefit
only for the purpose of obtaining waters in the Colorado River.
Mexico cannot afford more of this type of development, and neither
nation can bear senseless depletion of this finite resource.
Another basis on which water rights have been allotted in the
United States has been present use. Present use has been recognized
as a standard by which to allocate waters in instances of water dis-
pute between states where allocation on the basis of prior appropri-
ation would have been unfair to the equitable interests of one of the
states.6 7 This basis for apportioning water has served to bring equity
to a situation which involved different states, but it would not serve
the interests of equity in delineating apportionment of the ground
water between the United States and Mexico. The United States
border area is more fully developed at the present time than the
Mexican, but Mexican development is about to enter a boom period.
Any disposition of water rights made on the basis of present use
would severely penalize Mexican interests within the next ten or
fifteen years and hinder the Mexican development of this area. It is
certain that such a basis for measurement would probably be unac-
ceptable to the Mexican Government.
Before an agreement or treaty can be drawn up, both countries
must separately and jointly make studies concerning the precipita-
tion in the entire area and the rate of recharge of the underground
water resources. Joint crop and soil studies must be made so the
areas of best water retention can be jointly regulated. The United
States must bring to the Mexicans, by demonstration and aid in
financing, improved well-drilling techniques to increase efficiency.
67. See, e.g., Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 594-95 (1963).
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Furthermore, improved water delivery techniques, such as the lining
of irrigation ditches, must be made available to Mexico.
The formation of a ground-water treaty could be guided by the
principles of international law, as have other such treaties. In discuss-
ing conflicts between the United States and Mexico regarding water,
one Mexican writer has said;
the principle has been incorporated in public international law that
one state cannot use its territory to cause damage, negligently or
intentionally, to the rights of another country. Noble rules, like the
one mentioned, found their way into the practice of nations.
... Both international courts and the Supreme Court of the United
States have on numerous occasions paid homage to these precepts,
the reason being that they are not only true rules of natural law but
also rules that evince a practice that is generally accepted as law.6 8
Both countries have need for the formation of a bilateral treaty
separate from and beyond the tenets of surface-water treaties pres-
ently extant between the United States and Mexico. Such a treaty
should be based on equitable apportionment of the waters in regard
to present and future use and implemented by joint cooperation in
the utilization and development of the ground water of the border
area.
CONCLUSION
Politics is probably the biggest problem of all .... Weathers and
rivers are no respecters of political boundaries and move across
them. But only when nations involved see clear benefit for all from
an undertaking are they able to resolve conflicting interests. 
6 9
The border is a line drawn by men. The water of the Mexican-
United States border is common to the border area, drawn upon by
those on both sides of the national demarcation. It is unrealistic to
think that either nation alone can regulate ground water to benefit
only its population. Both Mexico and the United States have been
slow to acknowledge their mutual dependence on this resource, and
have not taken the necessary joint steps to regulate effectively this
resource. It is imperative, however, that the United States take action
now on this issue, because the U.S. areas will suffer first.
This paper has suggested that the instrument of regulation be the
International Boundary and Water Commission. This suggestion is
68. Sep6lveda, Areas of Dispute in Mexican-American Relations, 17 Sw. L.J. 98, 103
(1963).
69. Ryan, Scientists Warning of Coming Water Crises, The New Mexican [Santa Fe, New
Mexico I, April 1, 1975, at 8.
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made because the Commission has proven successful in the past in
dealing with related matters and because utilization of an existing
organization may speed agreement. Other organizations might be sug-
gested for this purpose, for the need is not that any specific group do
the negotiation, but rather that negotiations be conducted before the
water is gone and before sections of the border area go dry. The
waters replenish slowly in the border area-official action must be
taken soon.
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